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Lecture 25 

Radiation in energy balance models  
 

Objectives: 

1. A hierarchy of climate models. 

2. Examples of simple energy balance models. 

Required reading:  

L02: 8.5 

 

1. A hierarchy of climate models. 
• Climate models may be classified by their dimensions:   

Zero Dimensional Models (0-D): 

consider the Earth as a whole (no change by latitude, longitude, or height) 

One Dimensional Models (1-D):  

allow for variation in one direction only (e.g., resolve the Earth into latitudinal zones or 

by height above the surface of the Earth) 

Two Dimensional Models (2-D): 

allow for variation in two directions at once (e.g., by latitude and by height)  

Three Dimensional Models (3-D) 

allow for variation in three directions at once (i.e., divide the earth-atmosphere system 

into domains, each domain having its own independent set of values for each of the 

climate parameters used in the model. 

 

• Climate models may be classified by the basic physical processes included into the 

consideration:  

Energy Balance Models: 

0-D or 1-D models (e.g., allow to change the albedo by latitude) calculate a balance 

between the incoming and outgoing radiation of the planet; 

Radiative Convective Models (see Lecture 26): 

 1-D models to model the temperature profile the atmosphere by considering radiative 

and convective energy transport up through the atmosphere.  
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General Circulation Climate Models: 

2-D (longitude-averaged) or 3-D climate models solve a series of equations and have the 

potential to model the atmosphere very closely. 

 

 

2. Examples of simple energy balance models. 
Recall lecture 24:  

TOA
IRFrF ↑=− )1(

4
0  

“Bare Earth” model: no atmosphere, surface absorbs all solar radiation and emits IR as a 

blackbody 

Te
   = 255 K = -180C is very low!!! 

NOTE: Te is much less than the global average surface temperature, Ts (about 288 K) 

due to greenhouse effect. 

 

How would we measure the greenhouse effect? 

Upwelling flux at the surface: 
4

s sF Tσ↑ =  

Upwelling longwave flux F ↑  at TOA – from satellite  

The difference between the upwelling fluxes at the surface and TOA gives the 

greenhouse effect: 

                                                  ↑−= FTG s
4σ                                             [25.1] 

 This is the amount of heat (measured in Watts) per unit area of the Earth. 

  

What is a reasonable estimate of the greenhouse effect? 
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Simple model of greenhouse effect #1: single layer gray energy balance model 

Let’s include the atmosphere assuming that it emits (absorbs) as a gray body. Assume 

that the atmosphere does not absorb solar radiation  - all is absorbed at the surface. 

TOA balance:                       440 )1()1(
4 as TTrF εσσε +−=−                                        [25.2] 

Surface balance:                       440 )1(
4 sa TTrF σεσ =+−                                              [25.3] 

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and ε is the emissivity of the atmosphere. 
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Ts                                                      [25.4] 

for ε = 0.6 => Ts =278 K 

NOTE:  increasing for ε increases Ts . This is so-called “runaway greenhouse effect” : 

warmer Ts => more evaporation => more water vapor => higher emissivity =>warmer Ts 

Why? Because we assume that atmosphere is a gray body.  

 

 

Simple model of greenhouse effect #2: single black layer with spectral window energy 

balance model: 

A more realistic way to deal with partial longwave transparency of the atmosphere is to 

assume  that a fraction of the spectrum is clear. 

Assume that   
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4 ∫=  is the fraction of LW spectrum which is completely transparent  

and the remainder of the LW spectrum is black.  Surface is black and no SW absorption 

by the atmosphere.  

TOA balance:                    440 )1()1(
4 as TfTfrF σσ −+=−                                          [25.5] 

Surface balance:                    440 )1()1(
4 sa TTfrF σσ =−+−                                        [25.6] 
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Thus we can express Ts and Ta via Te 
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Limits: 

No window f=0 =>   es TT 4/12=    and   Ta = Te 

All window f=1 =>       Ts = Te     and   4/12/ea TT =  

Earth: f is about 0.3 => Ts = 284 K and    Ta = 239 K 

 

 

How to make the model more realistic: 

Tropics: radiation excess 

North poles and high latitudes: radiation deficit 

 

 

must be poleward transport of energy and upward (surface to atmosphere) transport of 

energy 

 

One-dimensional (latitude) energy balance model: 

(Budyko 1969; Sellers 1969, Cess 1976) 

Atmosphere is only implicit: TOA outgoing longwave flux is parameterized as a function 

of Ts  

Budyko’s parameterization is based on monthly mean atmospheric temperature and 

humidity profiles, and cloud cover observed at 260 stations  

                                          η)]([)()( 2211 xTbaxTbaxF sLW +−+=                              [25.8] 

where ai and  bi are the empirical constants based on statistical fitting, x =sin (φ) and φ is 

latitude. If cloud cover is taken constant of 0.5 then  

                                         22 /212)()//55.1()( mWxTKmWxF sLW −=                      [25.9] 

NOTE: The approximation for linear relation between OLR and the surface temperature 

may be argued from the fact that the temperature profiles have more or less the same 
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shape at all latitudes, and that OLR, which depend on temperatures at all levels, may be 

expressed as a function of surface temperature.   

 

Annual mean TOA solar insolation fit well with  

                                                     )](482.01[4/)( 20 xPFxS −=                                  [25.10] 

P2(x) = (3x2-1)/2 is the second Legendre polynomial. 

Thus energy balance equilibrium (δT/δt=0) with diffuse transport: 
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where D is diffusion coefficient for energy transport and r(x) is albedo.  

 
Figure 25.1 Zonally average surface temperature (K) as a function of the sine of the 

latitude, µ (µ is same as x in [25.11]), observed and for cases of no horizontal heat 

transport, and infinite horizontal heat transport (from North et al., 1981). 

 

NOTE:  with no meridional transport, the poles are way too cold! 
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How to make the model more realistic: 

In addition to radiative energy, account for latent and sensible heat  

 
Figure 25.2 Simplify representation of energy flow in the earth-atmosphere climate system. 

 

 
Figure 25.3 Schematic diagram of energy flow in the earth-atmosphere climate system (from 

Piexoto and Oort, 1992).  


